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HUDSON dealers who carry an adequate supply of repair parts in stock, find that
such provision helps materially in closing sales. Both owners and prospective purchasers of HUDSON cars are influenced by the dealer's ability to care for their wants.
The value of an automobile is in proportion to the continued service which it renders to
its owner. If it must be laid up awaiting the arrival of some repair part from the factory,
which should have been kept in stock by the dealer, the owner has been delayed and
his enthusiasm for the HUDSON car has diminished proportionately.
All HUDSON dealers are expected to carry in stock a sufficient number of repair
parts to meet all ordinary demands, and all HUDSON owners alike are entitled to
prompt service in this respect at the hands of the dealers from whom they purchased
their cars.
Repair parts may be obtained directly from most of our dealers, except where the
stock has become depleted due to oversight or to an unuusal demand for the particular
part wanted. In cases of this kind, the parts may be ordered by the owner through our
dealer, or if time can be saved, may be ordered direct from the factory. As we do not
open accounts with other than HUDSON dealers, direct shipment of parts from the
factory to an owner is always sent C. 0. D.
We cannot make allowances on parts which are claimed to be defective unless they
are returned to our factory for inspection. Pay for the new part which is to replace the
one supposedly defective. Return the old parts promptly and just allowance will be
made, providing they are found defective by our inspectors. Parts returned for credit
must be sent prepaid and tagged with the name and address of the shipper. Unless
these charges are prepaid, the package will be refused. In returning the parts under the
above conditions, always advise us promptly at the time of shipment, giving full
information regarding the parts and the condition under which the defect was called to
your attention.
Any claims for shortage of material should be made immediately upon receipt of the
shipment, and should be accompanied by the packing slip.
We Do Not Open Accounts with Other than Hudson Dealers

PREFACE
Parts not listed will not be furnished by the Hudson Motor Car Company.
W e do not sell Storage Batteries or battery parts. The Electric Storage Battery Co., Allegheny
Avenue and Nineteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa., will furnish you, upon application to them, with parts price
list of the batteries used on Hudson cars, and list of their Sales Offices and Service Stations. All orders
for batteries or repair parts must be sent direct to them.
It will be noted that a number of prices are not quoted in this book, but will be furnished upon
application to our Parts Order Department. Our reason for this is the fluctuation of the market value of
these parts.
In the list of parts, the column of numbers shown at the extreme left of each page represents the
part numbers of the parts, and we insist that this number be used in all instances when ordering parts.
The second column shows the symbols which represent the various models on which the part is used.
The key for these symbols is as follows :
† 1910 Model 20
‡ 1911 del 33
*1912 Model 33

• 1913 Model 37
¢ 1913 Model 54
r 1914 Model 40

£ 1914 Model 54
•1915 Model 40
˜ 1915 Model 54

The name of the part is shown in the third column. In each instance give this name in connection with
part number when ordering.
The fourth column shows illustration numbers. These do not appear on every page, only being
shown opposite the name of parts that are illustrated. Never use this number when ordering parts as it
has no connection with the parts. It is used only to facilitate in locating the parts in the list after finding
the illustration, as the illustration numbers are in numerical order and those of the parts are not.
Column five shows the number of parts required in the assembly as listed.
The sixth column shows the price of parts EACH, not of the number shown in the "required" or
No. 5 column.

HOW TO ORDER PARTS
The prices indicated in this list are subject to change without notice, they are f. o. b. Detroit, Mich.
Parts ordered by a dealer for an owner will be billed to the dealer unless the dealer specifies C. 0. D.
shipment.
HUDSON dealers aim to carry sufficient stock to meet all ordinary demands. Should they be
unable to supply what is wanted, the owner may telegraph or write to the factory for same.
When ordering parts from the factory always address :

Hudson Motor Car Company
Parts Order Department

DETROIT - MICHIGAN

Use the Order Blanks furnished by the Hudson Motor Car Company. If you are not supplied, advise and we will send
you a supply.
Do not use the word "complete," it is too indefinite. Specify all the parts required.
In placing orders for parts, always refer to them by the full part number shown at the extreme left of each page
describing the parts. In addition, always give the name of the part in full. You cannot be too explicit in writing your
specifications. Describe the part fully and ALWAYS GIVE CAR NUMBER WITH THE ORDER.

The Car Number will be found on

METAL PLATE ATTACHED TO THE FRONT SEAT HEEL BOARD
When ordering parts to be sent to more than one address, send separate orders covering the different shipments.
Orders for fenders should indicate whether for front or rear, right or left, what tread, and what model. (Right and left mean
when sitting in the driver's seat and facing the same direction as the car.)
Orders for front or rear axle should indicate whet her for standard or 60-inch tread.
When ordering wheels, be sure to give the size of the wheel. Specify color when ordering wheels.
We cannot be held responsible for errors and delays caused by inaccurate and incomplete information, therefore, you
cannot be too careful in making out your order.
Practically all errors made by our Parts Order Department are due to incomplete or inaccurate information contained in
the order when we receive it. Help us to eliminate the possibility of errors by being very particular in making out your specifications.
IN ORDERING BY TELEGRAPH
Below is a code which will greatly reduce the length of telegrams if you find occasion to order parts in this way. Please
use this code. It will save expense and time.
Oak
Send by mail
Often
Your order
shipped
Oar
Send by mail insured.
National Express.
Oasis
Ship by express C. 0 D.
Ogre
Your order
shipped
Obey
Ship by freight S. D. B-L.
Wells-Fargo Express.
Object
Ship by express, open account.
Omega
Your order
shipped
Obtain
Referring to your order—Advise car number.
Adams Express.
Occult
When and how did you ship our order?
Once
Your order
shipped
Occur
Answer wire regarding parts.
Western Express.
Ocean
Advise routing your order.
Oppose
Your order shipped by freight.
Old
Shipment of parts ordered not received.
Opal
Your order
shipped
Please trace.
Dominion Express.
Odor
Your order
shipped
Oracle .
Expect ship order
United States Express.
about
Offer
Your order
shipped
Orbit
Are shipping today parts ordered.
American Express.
Telegraphic orders are hard to interpret. Remember we cannot execute your order correctly unless it is accurate and
very complete. It cannot be guessed at.
Here is an example of the right and wrong way to word a telegraphic order.
Right Way:
Send one each B-6-116 and B-6-115. Two each B-6-113 and B-6-126. Three of B-6-100.
Wrong Way:
Send one B-6-116, one B-6-115, two B-6-113, etc., as your telegram would read when we receive it : Send one B six one
sixteen one B six one fifteen two B six one thirteen B six one sixteen three B six one hundred.
In all cases where car number is furnished with order for repair parts, parts will be shipped to car number regardless of
whether the part number given is correct or not.
If parts are wanted for stock only, do not give car number.

INSTRUCTIONS AS TO MANNER OF SHIPMENT
Always specify in your order whether you desire parts sent by mail, express, freight, or included with car load
shipment of cars. If this matter is left entirely to our judgment we will ship by express.
All packages not exceeding the legal maximum weight and shipped on open account to our regular dealers will be sent
by Parcels Post unless otherwise ordered. If insurance against loss (not to exceed $50.00) is desired, an additional postal
charge of ten cents will he made. In ordering, indicate whether insurance is wanted.
All packages shipped under collect charges are sent by express.
We cannot be held responsible for delay or damage to merchandise while in transit. Our responsibility ceases upon
delivery of shipment to the transportation company. The company's receipt for same is evidence that the material is in good
condition when it leaves our custody.
ABBREVIATIONS FOR DIFFERENT MODELS
R.—Open Roadster.
F. R.—Foredoor Roadster.
T. C.—Open Touring Car.

HUDSON
1910 "20"
NOTE.—When ordering axle parts for this model, do not overlook the fact that two different types of axles were used.
The plain bearing axle was equipped with bronze bushings at the inner or differential end of the axle shaft, whereas the roller
bearing type had Hyatt bearings throughout. The parts of these axles are not interchangeable and as our 1910 car records do
not always indicate correctly the type of axle in the car, you can avoid delay and correspondence by an examination of the axle
before ordering.
In placing orders for parts always refer to them by full part number shown at extreme left of each page describing the
parts. In addition, always give the name of the part in full. You cannot be too explicit in writing your specifications. Describe the
part fully and always GIVE CAR NUMBER WITH THE ORDER. The car number will be found on Metal Plate attached to
front seat Heel Board.

CAR NUMBERS

OPEN ROADSTER

(R) 1 to 4000

1910 FOREDOOR ROADSTER
1911 FOREDOOR ROADSTER

(FR) 4001 t0 5000
(FR) 7101 to 7500

OPEN TOURING CAR

(TC) 5001 TO 7100
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